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DESCRIPTION

Tracer GAMEZONE Aligator Headset is a great proposition for any gamer looking for a set with good parameters and a

competitive price. Interesting RGB backlight, durable metal headband and earcups made of breathable material make it a perfect

companion for virtual adventures. The headset belongs to the popular GAMEZONE line, created especially for gamers who value

the combination of the highest quality and advanced features of gaming devices. 

• Earcups made of breathable material. 

• LED backlight.

• Flexible microphone with LED backlight. 

• Large 50 mm transducers. 

• Metal headband. 

Impressive LED backlight 

Express yourself with colour. Colourful LED backlight on the earcups gives the Tracer GAMEZONE Aligator Headset a predatory

gaming character. Your headset will always look unique and impressive. 

Comfortable and padded earcups 

Every fan of long hours of gaming marathons will appreciate the durable metal headset construction. Specially shaped earcups,

trimmed with breathable material, guarantee comfort and convenience. Effective isolation of distracting sounds from the

environment will allow you to focus on the ongoing duel or car race. 

Talk to others without hindrance 

A flexible microphone with a backlit end has been equipped with background noise reduction technology so that nothing

disturbs your conversations with your teammates. From now on your voice will always be extremely sharp, and every command
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crystal clear. 

Superb sound quality 

Discover the amazing sound quality offered by the Tracer GAMEZONE Aligator. Large and efficient 50 mm diameter transducers

ensure precise sound reproduction. Optimal tuning provides cleaner sound and a wealth of high and medium tones. 

Compatible with many platforms 

The popular 3.5mm mini-jack connector used in the Tracer headset ensures their versatility. Gamers using PC platforms,

smartphones and other devices equipped with this socket will be able to take full advantage of the capabilities of the headset. 

KUP: Gaming headset TRACER GAMEZONE Aligator RGB rainbow LED (https://emavo.pl/sluchawki-tracer-gamezone-aligator-

led.html)

TECHNICAL DATA

Sensitivity: 120dB ±3dB

Wire length: 2,2

Number of channels: Stereo

Impedance (Ohm): 16

Microphone: Yes

Transfer band (Hz - kHz): 20 - 20

Microphone transfer band (in Hz - kHz): 30 - 16

Volume control: Yes

Phone size: 50mm

Plug: 2 x minijack + USB

Backlight: Yes

Headset controller: Basic

Type of the headset: Supra-aural

Series: GameZone

Audio device type: 2.0
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